Dishwashing

Dishwashing

Because not everything is just a dish.
It is precious, fragile, carefully protected for decades,
holding more memories than food and a witness to your
family at its most natural. Treat your crockery to the
dishwasher it deserves. And as with truly great
cooking, some modern tableware proudly shows off
the handcrafted techniques used to create it.
Our dishwasher 400 and 200 series sit seamlessly in a
Gaggenau kitchen featuring all the little, and not so
little, touches you have come to expect from us. From
the intuitive controls, clear TFT displays, handleless
push-to-open doors, Zeolite technology to clever
loading options that adapt to large and precious items.
All of which becomes beautifully and innovatively
illuminated with a new, glowing, lighting concept that
welcomes you to your glistening crockery.
Washing up is never going to be fun, but it can be
made exceptional.
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Dishwashing

The dishwashers 400 series
A gentle nudge opens the handleless door, bathing you
in a diffuse light as baskets are gently glided out on
smooth running rails – a little push and the cushioned
closing occurs. All is designed to protect your delicate
glass and porcelain whilst deceiving you into thinking
you are doing something far more special than
mundanely loading the dishwasher.
Choose from two heights, 81.5 cm or 86.5 cm, with
flexible hinges available for longer furniture fronts.
Liberal with space, powerful and quick, it is also smart.
Offering a multitude of washing options, a flexible
basket system, clever long-stemmed glass holder and
Home Connect.
This is an accommodating space, where great care has
gone into every folding spine and adjustable rack.
Zeolite technology reduces the eight programme times,
enhances drying and decreases energy use. This
series is skilful, it can even project the remaining time
of the programme onto the floor, on models without
flexible hinges.
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The innovative lighting concept softly illuminates,
revealing the carefully cleaned contents. Emanating
from deep within, it highlights the sparkle of the
dishes and presents your tableware in a new light.
The control panel with TFT display details the eight
wash programmes with five options. While some are
guided by internal sensors, they can be combined to
operate on Power or Intensive yet be sensitive with
the delicates.
Innovative Zeolite technology helps all our
dishwashers within the series achieve their speed and
A+++ Energy efficiency class*. An eco-friendly mineral
that absorbs moisture as it releases heat, Zeolite
helps wash and dry a full load in under an hour and
protects delicate glassware by drying them at a lower,
gentler temperature.
As powerful as the range is, it is also quiet and delicate
with a push-to-open and cushioned closing system.
Smooth running rails are on two or three levels, upper
baskets can adjust to three heights and the cutlery
drawers can be enlarged to hold items such as cooking
utensils and espresso cups. For ease of use, the
interior is perfectly illuminated.
*At a range of energy efficiency classes from A+++ to D.

The TFT display
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Two models feature TFT controls in a stainless steel
panel on the front of the fascia. They also offer a smart
innovation if you are going on vacation or leaving your
country abode: choose the automatic door opening
function and at the end of their wash cycle they will
open and air themselves and their contents.
There are both integrated as well as fully integrated
dishwashers in the 200 series, all with an impressive
energy efficiency class of A++ or A+++*. Most offer a
flexible basket system, folding spines, smooth running
rails, special holders, over extendible and height
adjustable upper basket and numerous intricate
adjustments, so all of your kitchenware can be
accommodated. To fit into your individual kitchen,
flexible hinges are available on some models to allow
for an extra length frontage and narrow plinths.

Fully integrated

Six programmes, some sensor-controlled, which can
be combined with three options, such as Power or
Intensive. Or, given the technical skills of our Research
and Development department, you could just choose
one of our suggestions.
*At a range of energy efficiency classes from A+++ to D.

The programme options
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The extraordinary, becomes connected.

The dishwasher 400 series
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Gaggenau and Home Connect*

Dishwasher
DF 481/480

Width 60 cm
8 programmes, 5 options
Remaining time projection
or Info-Light
Very quiet 43 dB
Energy efficiency class: A+++*

The dishwasher 200 series

Dishwasher

Dishwasher

Dishwasher

Dishwasher

DF 261/260

DI 261/260

DF 251/250

DF 250

Width 60 cm
6 programmes, 3 options
Automatic door opening
Very quiet 42 dB
Energy efficiency class: A++*

Width 60 cm
6 programmes, 3 options
Automatic door opening
Very quiet 42 dB
Energy efficiency class: A++*

Width 60 cm
6 programmes, 3 options
Info-Light
Very quiet 44 dB
Energy efficiency class: A++*

Width 45 cm
6 programmes , 2 options
Remaining time projection
Very quiet 44 dB
Energy efficiency class: A+++*

The difference is Gaggenau.

The accessories

Cutlery drawer

Silvercare cartridge

Glass holder

With smooth running rails

For all dishwashers

For long-stemmed glasses

Glass basket

Home Connect
*Energy efficiency class: at a range of
energy efficiency classes from A+++ to D.

60 cm wide dishwashers are available as 86.5 cm and 81.5
cm tall units. The 45 cm wide dishwasher is 81.5 cm tall.

Handle bar
Stainless steel

This is the beginning of the future of cooking. Aided by a
digital device, the private chef can, for instance, pre-heat
the oven, turn on ventilation, start the dishwasher, order
accessories from the eShop, download digital user
manuals and have a technician run a diagnostic check,
all remotely.

―― Connect:

Integrating into different home managements systems
ensures the kitchen remains the heart of the digital home.
The private chef can ask Amazon Alexa to prepare a cup
of coffee and turn on the ventilation while checking
remaining time of the oven.

―― Integration:

*The use of the Home Connect functionality depends on the
Home Connect services, which are not available in every country.
For further information please check: home-connect.com.

**Not applicable for cooktops, cooktops are not intended for
unattended use – cooking process must be supervised.

Remotely control** and monitor. Enable remote
diagnosis by an online technician.

―― Access:

Purchase accessories via eShop, download user
manuals and utilise our partnering network.

Compatible with different home management system.

This is just the start, explore the possibilities at
home-connect.com.
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